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Like a fluid and enveloping frame, Anisha
outlines an empty space, defines it and fills it
with its light, producing a magic sensation.
The desire to emphasize its plastic, dynamic
shape, its balance of full and empty spaces,
determined the need to hide the light source
within it. This is why the Led technology, with its
minimal bulk, was chosen for the lamp, with a
touch switch that is also integrated in its shape
and responds to the simple touch of a finger.
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Available in two sizes and two colours, pure
white that blends with the space and red for
a decisive, recognizable presence, Anisha
is suitable for a wide range of settings,
environments and uses. In the entrance, in a
lounge, bedroom or on a desk, with its light
spirit and unmistakable indentity.

Anisha, table
technical info

Model
Anisha large

Weight
net lbs 1,54
gross lbs 2,43

Packing
vol. cub. ft. 0,742
		n.boxes: 1
18 1/8''

Description
Table lamp with semi-diffused direct down
light. Diffuser with incorporated LED consisting
of two joined liquid coated injection moulded
ABS shells. Die cast zinc alloy ballast. The
touch dimmer switch is inserted at the base
of the diffuser and is designed to switch it on
off and to adjust the light intensity. Electronic
transformer on plug, transparent electrical
cable.

13''

2''

Bulbs
— LED 4,5W 3000° Kelvin
with touch-dimmer included

Cable length
63''

Material: ABS
Colours: white, red

Anisha small

125/8''

Brightness
semi-diffused and direct down light

9 1/16''

2D/3D drawings
photometric info
assembly instruction

download area
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2''

Weight
net lbs 0,88
gross lbs 1,54

Bulbs
— LED 3,4W 3000° Kelvin
with touch-dimmer included

Packing
vol. cub. ft. 0,459
n.boxes: 1

Cable length
63''

Anisha, table
designer

Sstudio Lievore Altherr Molina

Watch the Anisha video:

The firm of Lievore Altherr Molina was founded
in Barcelona in 1991 by Alberto Lievore,
Jannette Altherre and Manel Molina. Its current
activities include interior design, packaging
design, art direction and consulting, as well
as teaching posts in two university centres in
Barcelona.
Go to concept site for Anisha:
www.foscarini.com/anisha
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